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NAC/TDA Defies Nyhart

By Bruce Schwartz

MIT refuses to leave.

MIT target for militants, claims administration: patience now thin

The lobby experiment in building seven will succeed only if you help. Once Tuesday night no one can contribute or time to work should stop by in the afternoon or the evening.

I: sive program of inquiry. A complete transcript Black rule in Southern Africa complicated to the establishment of country. Several groups dedicated to the Northeast and across the continent.

Sala for NAC/TDA, claiming that NAC/TDA had canceled the second floor meeting room, Albert claimed that this room would be too small for the radical conference, which had been called to plan tactics for demonstrations that will take place on April 14 and 15.

By Bruce Schwartz

MIT may lose over $100,000 in aid funds if it refuses to supply the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania with names, addresses and "pertinent facts of all Pennsylvanians students involved in disruptive demonstrations or similar activities).

Last month, a letter dated March 2 was received by colleges throughout the country. It was from the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency, which dispenses over 50 million dollars in scholarships and loans to Pennsylvania students nationwide.

The ban kicked in yesterday to consider the lessons of the past. Repression, and a careless disregard for the plight of the students, moveing toward apartheid in South Africa today has arrested a boundary set with an eye to circumvent the international community.

Law jeopardizes aid funds

by Deffy McRoberts and Jim Powell

US Senator Eugene McCarthy and Georgia legislator Julian Bond will visit downtown Boston next week for the focal activities of the April 15 antitwar demonstrations reopening last fall's message of "End the War Now."

However, in contrast to the autumn protest, several different leftist groups are forming plans for separate actions. The Student Mobilization Committee will be participating in the Wednesday rally, while the November Action Coalition may join other area militant groups in a demonstration in the streets of Cambridge.

The quota system for women has been a bone of contention for the long history of female undergraduates at MIT. The first woman was enrolled in 1865; since then, they have numbered between two and seven percent of the total enrollment. By and large, though, their numbers have been crippled with problems. Only 36% of the women in the class of 1960, for example, were admitted to the Admissions office to accept the offer.

"I. The demonstrated success of a coed living groups." McCarthy here April 15

by Alex Makowski

Dean of Women Emily Wick has released a report suggesting that MIT eliminate all quotas regarding the admission of women.

Previously, the Admissions Office had placed a limit on the number of women accepted, a boundary set with an eye to disrupting the orderly function of the university, as adjudged by a court or by the university itself.

Contract

The institute contained an agreement contract which stipulates the requirements included and the role of the Agency's appropriation bill, passed by the Pennsylvania legislature in December, for the current institutions that wish to participate in the state's aid program.

Such institutions must provide to Pennsylvania information on any Pennsylvania student who is convicted of a violation of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, which dispenses over 50 million dollars in scholarships and loans to Pennsylvania students nationwide.

Jointly

Universities that refuse to sign the contract will be forbidden all the students from their students to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Over 700 colleges have so far signed the agreement; only a handful have not.

"Invalid to Pennsylvania information on any Pennsylvania student who is convicted of a violation of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, which dispenses over 50 million dollars in scholarships and loans to Pennsylvania students nationwide.

March rally

Highlighting next Wednesday's expressions of dissent will be a mass rally, from 4 pm to 6 pm, either at the Boston Common or at Government Center. The rally will be led by a "March for Peace" along Commonwealth Avenue similar to last October's.

McCarthy, Bond, and several representatives of antitwar groups will speak at the downtown protest, organized locally by the "April 15 Coalition" of all the

Portugal

Portugal's role in Africa also came up for special attention. The European country controls three colonies with combined African population of 10 million. One commentator has charged that "The Portuguese presence in South Africa today is still characterized by ignorance, repression, and a careless exploitation of the African people, and in purely human terms the lessons of the past offer little hope for the future."
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